
Mo#va#on	  and	  Goal	  
 
o  Events, entities and text: when state-changing events e.g., 

marriage happen to entities, some of the entities may be 
changed. The change in the entities may be visible from the 
way the entities are described in text.  

o  We study how entities change as events happen to them 
based on how the entities are described in text 

o  Knowledge base (KB) such as DBPedia (a “database” of 
Wikipedia), NELL, contains knowledge (relation-value 
pairs) about entities in the world 

o  Knowledge in KB is useful in areas such as 
information retrieval, information extraction, and 
natural language processing 

o  Studying how entities change as events happen can 
be useful for updating knowledge in KB 

o  For example, when state-changing events e.g., 
marriage happen to entities, knowledge about their 
SPOUSE change and need to be updated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o  The goal of the study is to use what we discover on the 
correspondences between events, entities and verbs in text 
to create a resource of verbs containing: [1] 

o  Correspondences between verbs and relations in KB 
(e.g., between the verb “work as” and the relation 
PROFESSION). This is useful for populating 
knowledge in the KB1 

o  Correspondences between verbs and changes in 
relations in KB (e.g., between the verb “fire” and the 
termination of the relation PROFESSION). This is 
useful for updating knowledge in the KB2 

 

3rd	  Study:	  

Use	  Context	  (Verbs)	  to	  Predict	  Changes	  to	  
En##es 

o  We use distantly-labeled documents obtained from Wikipedia 
revision as our training data to learn which verbs (features) result 
in which changes (labels) [7] 

o  We use a Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) classifier3 to 
estimate the verb weights w∈ R|V| for each change label  

 
 

 
o  Our experiments show that when state-changing verbs are 

added or deleted from an entity’s Wikipedia page text, we 
can predict the entity’s infobox updates with 88% precision 
and 76% recall  

o  One compelling application of our state-changing verbs is to 
incorporate them as triggers in methods for updating 
existing knowledge bases (KBs), which are currently mostly 
static, from reading texts e.g., news text 
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Footnotes 

1.  We make the ve rbs l ea rned fo r va r ious KB (NELL) r e l a t ions ava i l ab le in : 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~dwijaya/mapping.html  

2.  We make the verbs learned for various changes in KB (Wikipedia) relations available in: 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~dwijaya/postcondition.html 
3.  We use Mallet implementation of MaxEnt: http://mallet.cs.umass.edu 
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marriage 

Label Verb
begin- +(arg1) die on (arg2), +(arg1) die (arg2),
deathdate +(arg1) pass on (arg2)
begin- +(arg1) be born in (arg2), +(arg1) bear in (arg2),
birthplace +(arg1) be born at (arg2)
begin- +(arg1) succeed (arg2), +(arg1) replace (arg2),
predecessor +(arg1) join cabinet as (arg2), +(arg1) join as (arg2)
begin- +(arg1) lose seat to (arg2), +(arg1) resign on (arg2),
successor +(arg1) resign from post on (arg2)
begin- +(arg1) be appointed on (arg2), +(arg1) serve from (arg2),
termstart +(arg1) be elected on (arg2)
begin- +(arg1) marry on (arg2), +(arg1) marry (arg2),
spouse +(arg1) be married on (arg2), -(arg1) be engaged to (arg2)
end-spouse +(arg1) file for divorce in (arg2), +(arg1) die on (arg2),

+(arg1) divorce in (arg2)
begin- +(arg1) start career with (arg2),
youthclubs +(arg1) begin career with (arg2), +(arg1) start with (arg2)

Table 1: Comparison of verb phrases learned be-
fore and after feature selection for various labels
(infobox types). The texts in bold are (preposi-
tion+) noun that occur most frequently with the
hverb phrase, labeli pair in the training data.

bels were removed. For example, before feature
selection, the verbs: “marry”, and “be married
to” were high-weighted features for both begin-
spouse and end-spouse. After asserting constraints
that begin-spouse is mutex with end-spouse, these
verbs (whose base form is “marry”) are filtered out
from the features of end-spouse. We show some of
the learned verb features (after feature selection)
for some of the labels in (Table 1). In average,
we have about 18 verbs per infobox state change
in our state changing verb resource that we make
available for future research.

4 Related Work

Learning from Wikipedia Revision History.
Wikipedia edit history has been exploited in a
number of problems. A popular task in this re-
gard is that of Wikipedia edit history categoriza-
tion (Daxenberger and Gurevych, 2013). This task
involves characterizing a given edit instance as one
of many possible categories such as spelling error
correction, paraphrasing, vandalism, and textual
entailment (Nelken and Yamangil, 2008; Cahill et
al., 2013; Zanzotto and Pennacchiotti, 2010; Re-
casens et al., 2013). Prior methods target various
tasks different from ours.

Learning State Changing Verbs. Very few
works have studied the problem of learning state
changing verbs. (Hosseini et al., 2014) learned
state changing verbs in the context of solving
arithmetic word problems. They learned the effect
of words such as add, subtract on the current state.

The VerbOcean resource was automatically gener-
ated from the Web (Chklovski and Pantel, 2004).
The authors studied the problem of fine-grained
semantic relationships between verbs. They learn
relations such as if someone has bought an item,
they may sell it at a later time. This then involves
capturing empirical regularities such as “X buys
Y” happens before “X sells Y”. Unlike the work
we present here, the methods of (Chklovski and
Pantel, 2004; Hosseini et al., 2014) do not make a
connection to KB relations such as Wikipedia in-
foboxes. In a vision paper, (Wijaya et al., 2014b)
give high level descriptions of a number of possi-
ble methods for learning state changing methods.
They did not implement any of them.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a method that learns
state changing verb phrases from Wikipedia revi-
sion history. We first constructed and curated a
novel dataset from Wikipedia revision history that
is tailored to our task. We showed that this dataset
is useful for learning verb phrase features that are
effective for predicting state changes in the knowl-
edge base (KB), where we considered the KB to
be infoboxes and their values. As future work we
wish to explore the usefulness of our verb resource
to other KBs to improve KB freshness. This is im-
portant because existing KBs are mostly static. We
wish to also explore the application of the learned
verb resource to domains other than Wikipedia in-
fobox and text e.g., for predicting state changes in
the knowledge base from news text.

In this paper, we learned post-conditions of
verbs: state changes that occur when an event ex-
pressed by a verb happens. As future work we
would also explore the feasibility of learning pre-
conditions of verbs from Wikipedia revisions. Ad-
ditionally, most Wikipedia revisions only have text
changes without the associated infobox change.
Therefore, another line of future work is to also
learn from these unlabeled documents.
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Approach 

We conduct a series of studies that aims to answer the 
following questions: 
 
o  Can we identify changes of entities from the context within 

which they are mentioned in text? 

o  Can we find in the context within which the changed 
entities are mentioned in text, words that trigger the 
changes?  

o  Are these words indicative of the event that 
correspond to the changes? 

o  Given the trigger verbs (verbs/verbs + prepositions) that we 
learn to relate to changes corresponding to a particular 
event, can we predict when a similar event happens to 
other entities from the context of their mentions in text? 

o  Can we automatically update our knowledge about 
the entity based on the corresponding changes?  

 
 

focus 
in this  
workshop 

1st	  Study:	  	  

Iden#fy	   Changes	   in	   En##es	   from	  
Their	  Men#ons	  in	  Text	  
 
o  Tracking the frequency of an entity’s mentions in a large 

collection of texts (Google Books NGram [2]) over time 
can indicate when a change is happening to an entity as its 
frequency changes [3] 

o  We model and analyze changes that occur to an entity in 
terms of changes in the words that co-occur with the entity 
in text (Google Books NGram) over time [4] 

o  We cluster words that co-occur with an entity in 5-
grams over time (year-granularity) 

o  We use K-means and Topics-over-Time (TOT) 
clustering [5], an LDA-style topic model that 
captures how latent structure in the data changes over 
time 

o  We identify there is a change to the entity when two 
consecutive years are of different clusters 

o  We observe that the period of change identified by 
our model precisely coincides with events in the 
same period that correspond to the change that occurs 
Ø For the entity Iran, our model identifies a change 

in the year 1979 with the emergence of a new 
cluster containing words such as “republic” and 
“revolution”. The year 1979 is also the year of the 
Iran Islamic revolution  

Ø For the entity Kennedy, our model identifies a 
change in the year 1961 with a cluster containing 
words such as “senator” transitioning to a new 
cluster containing words such as “president”. The 
year 1961 is also the year John F. Kennedy was 
elected president 

 
 
 
 
 

 

2nd	  Study:	  

Analyze	  the	  Context	  of	  Men#ons	  of	  
Changed	  En##es	  in	  Text	  
 
o  We construct for each entity e, its Contextual Temporal 

Profile (CTP) at time t, Ce(t) consisting of the context 
within which e is mentioned – unigrams and bigrams from 
sentences mentioning e at time t [6] 

 

o  We compute change patterns in the CTP as the state and 
change vectors: 

o  State vector of an entity e at time t is Ce(t) 
Ø This reflects the events happening to the entity e 

and its state at time t 
o  Change vector of an entity e at time t is defined as 

Ce(t) - Ce(t - 1) 
Ø This difference in context before, at time t – 1, and 

after, at time t, reflects the associated state change 
of the entity e at time t  

 
 
 
 

 

o  We use the state and change vectors to predict when an 
entity undergoes a particular change from the context of its 
mentions. We use the prediction to temporally scope the 
entity’s corresponding relation in KB effectively 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

4.1 Dataset
We conduct an experiment of our proposed approach on

Google Books Ngram dataset. This dataset is a corpus of
about 5 million digitized books, roughly 4% of all books ever
published. The books were scanned and their texts were
digitized using optical character recognition (OCR) [3]. The
resulting corpus contains over 500 billion words, in English,
French, Spanish, German, Chinese, Russian and Hebrew.
To make the release of the data possible, due to copyright
constraints, the data is released in the form of ‘1-gram’ to
‘5-gram’ and how often these n-grams were used over time;
their match counts, page counts and volume counts.

An interesting feature of this dataset is firstly, its time
coverage. The books range from as early as the 1500s and
as late as 2008, providing a great playground to capture
changes that occur slowly, as is often the case with linguis-
tic changes [3]. Secondly, the dataset is special in that it
contains only n-grams. There is no notion of documents or
sentence boundaries; what is available are in the form of bits
and piece of the original books.

4.2 TOT and K-means Clustering
For each entity of interest, we treat each year as a docu-

ment. The document contains words that have co-occurred
with the entity in that year. For TOT, we use the match
counts of the words for clustering while for k-means, we use
the tfidf scores of the words.

We use k = 20 for k-means clustering. After k-means
clustering, each ‘document’ (year) is assigned to a cluster.
We pick the top 10 words (with highest tfidf scores) from
each cluster’s centroid to represent the cluster. However,
some clusters are very small, consisting only of one year
while some others consist of years that are not consecutive
to one another. To focus on more persistent topics and their
changes, we pick only clusters that exhibit topic consistency,
i.e. clusters that have a consecutive run of four years or more
to represent here.

In each year, we compute the topic density of each con-
sistent cluster in that year as the proportion of words in
that year belonging to the top 10 words of the cluster. We
plot these topic densities over years and use locally weighted
scatter plot smoothing (LOESS) in R to smooth the plot 3.

5. EXPERIMENTS
For the experiments, we choose words that may have shown

different behaviors over time. These behaviors can be either
a total or a partial change in the meaning or a change in
the network structure of the word. In this section we ana-
lyze some words that exhibit different behaviors using our
proposed methods.

5.1 Change in Meaning
The first group of words that we analyzed is the words in

which the semantic meaning is changing over time. Words
may get additional meanings and these meanings may sup-
press the original meaning after a while. For instance, origi-
nally ‘gay’ word is used as an adjective for happiness, cheer-
fulness, pleasant etc. Around 1970s with the homosexuality

3http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-
patched/library/stats/html/scatter.smooth.html

Figure 2: Google Books Ngram Viewer for the word
‘gay’

Figure 3: TOT with 2 topics for ‘gay’

movements the word is started to be used as a noun with the
meaning homosexual man. Over the years the word has been
used more and more with the latter meaning and now when
it has been used the first meaning that comes to people’s
mind is the homosexual man.

When the frequency of this word is analyzed with Google
Books Ngram Viewer (Figure 2), a decrease followed by an
increase can be seen around 1970s-1980s. Deeper analysis is
required to understand this change. When TOT is applied
(Figure 3) over the co-occurring words with 2 topics, the
change of topics can be seen to occur around 1970s when
the word gay started to be used to refer to the homosexual
man. The top words for each cluster are a good indicator of
the original and the latter meaning of the word.

Furthermore a similar graph can be obtained from k-means
clustering (Figure 4). In this graph we can see that there is
a break between two clusters in 1975. In order to see this
change in the words co-occurrence network, we looked at
the n-grams of the top 5 words from each cluster for time
t (1975), t-1 (1974), t-20 (1954) and t+20 (1995). In the
graph (Figure 5) each word is a node and the edge between
nodes is weighted by the number of n-grams in which these
words co-occur together. In 1954, the node gay is mostly
connected with the nodes young, life etc. but as the time
goes on nodes such as liberation, lesbian get connected to
gay and their weights increases over time. With these graphs
we can easily see the change in the word usage over the years.

Another word in which the meaning is changing over time
is awful. As mentioned in the introduction, awful originally
meant full of awe, inspiring, which later became something
very bad. When we apply TOT and k-means (Figure 6) we
did not get any meaningful topics or clusters. The main rea-

TOT with 2 topics for the entity “gay” 
shows a cluster transition in 1970"

K-means with 2 topics for the entity “mouse” 
shows cluster transitions in 1940 (mice for animal 
testing research) and in 1984 (mouse used with 
personal computers"

Figure 7: Words co-occurrence networks for ‘awful’

Figure 6: TOT with 2 topics for ‘awful’

5.3 Unchanged
In previous groups of words, we see words getting new ad-

ditional meanings or losing their original meaning over time.
However this is not the case for most words. Words such as
woman and god are mostly unchanging. They are used with
the same set of words for centuries. In Figure 11, k-means
results show that the resulting clusters are very similar both
in terms of the top words and the cluster densities.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Identifying changes that occur to an entity over time is

important for many applications such as macro and micro
reading and event extraction. Analyzing changes in us-
age frequency of an entity is often not enough to identify
these changes, let alone describe or understand the nature
of the changes. Some changes such as linguistic changes oc-
cur slowly and gradually over time. Such change may not
always be accompanied by an identifiable surge/decline in
usage frequency.

In this paper, we contribute methods that attempt not
only to automatically identify when (at which year or at
which period of time) changes occur but also what changes
occur: i.e. what topics are in transition. The method
achieves this by analyzing changes that happen to an en-
tity based on changes observed in the words surrounding
the entity over time.

For the experiment, Google Books Ngram dataset proves
an excellent choice for a dataset as it provides coherent bits
and pieces of information that dates back to as early as the
1500s. Hence the dataset contains useful information on
changes that may have occurred slowly and gradually over

Figure 8: Most consistent clusters in k-means for
‘mouse’

time. From our experiments on this dataset, we find that
our clustering methods (TOT and k-means) are both effec-
tive in uncovering hidden topics (clusters) and identifying
the year for which topics change. Using these clustering
methods, we are able to identify the exact period in which
a change occurs. For all the entities we test, the period that
our method identifies coincides precisely with events in the
same period that correspond to the change. For example,
for the word Iran, our k-means approach is able to identify
the country’s change from monarchy to an Islamic republic
with a new cluster related to words such as republic and rev-
olution emerging after 1978 (1979 is the year of the Islamic
revolution). Another similar example can be seen with the
word Kennedy. K-means was able to identify the John F.
Kennedy the senator before the election (one cluster) and
him being the president after the election (another cluster).
The break between the two clusters is at 1961, the exact year
Kennedy was elected. Similar state changes are observed for
word Clinton, from governor to president. The breakpoint
occurs at 1993, the exact year he was elected. Seeing simi-
lar clusters and similar changes between the two presidents
brings up the question whether this method can be applied
to other presidents as well, to time scope their period of
presidency, and whether we can use similar state change on
these entities to indicate election event, for example.

Another advantage of our approach is that by using the

[6] Wijaya, Derry, Ndapa Nakashole, and Tom Mitchell. ”CTPs: Contextual temporal profiles for time scoping facts via entity state 
change detection." Proceedings of the Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing. Association for 
Computational Linguistics. 2014."
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Abstract

Temporal scope adds a time dimension to
facts in Knowledge Bases (KBs). These
time scopes specify the time periods when
a given fact was valid in real life. With-
out temporal scope, many facts are under-
specified, reducing the usefulness of the
data for upper level applications such as
Question Answering. Existing methods
for temporal scope inference and extrac-
tion still suffer from low accuracy. In this
paper, we present a new method that lever-
ages temporal profiles augmented with
context— Contextual Temporal Profiles
(CTPs) of entities. Through change pat-
terns in an entity’s CTP, we model the en-
tity’s state change brought about by real
world events that happen to the entity (e.g,
hired, fired, divorced, etc.). This leads to
a new formulation of the temporal scoping
problem as a state change detection prob-
lem. Our experiments show that this for-
mulation of the problem, and the resulting
solution are highly effective for inferring
temporal scope of facts.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the emergence of large
Knowledge Bases (KBs) of facts (Carlson 2010;
Auer 2007; Bollacker 2008; Suchanek 2007).
While the wealth of accumulated facts is huge,
most KBs are still sparsely populated in terms of
temporal scope. Time information is an important
dimension in KBs because knowledge is not static,
it changes over time: people get divorced; coun-
tries elect new leaders; and athletes change teams.
This means that facts are not always indefinitely
true. Therefore, temporal scope has crucial impli-
cations for KB accuracy.

Figure 1: Behavior patterns of context uni-grams
for the US presidency state change as seen in the
Google Books N-grams corpus: the rise of ‘elect’,
immediately followed by the rise of ‘administra-
tion’ and ‘president’.

Towards bridging the time gap in KBs, we
propose a new method for temporal scope infer-
ence. Our method is based on leveraging aggre-
gate statistics from a time-stamped corpus. First
we generate Contextual Temporal Profiles (CTPs)
of entities from contexts surrounding mentions of
these entities in the corpus. We then detect change
patterns in the CTPs. We then use these changes
to determine when a given entity undergoes a spe-
cific state change caused by real world events. Our
main insight is as follows: events that happen to
an entity change the entity’s state and therefore its
facts. Thus by learning when a given entity under-
goes a specific state change, we can directly infer
the time scopes of its facts. For example, in the di-
vorce event, the person’s state changes from ‘mar-
ried’ to ‘divorced’ hence the hasSpouse relation
no longer applies to it, signaling the end time of
its current hasSpouse value. In a country election
event, the country’s state changes and it obtains a
new value for its hasPresident relation.

Frequency of context unigrams surrounding US president entities in 
Google Books NGram shows a behavior pattern: the rise of “elect”, 
immediately followed by the rise of “administration” and “president” "

4.3 Comparison to baselines

For our second experiment, we compared to the F1
scores of CoTS and other baselines in (Talukdar
2012b). As can be seen in Figure 3, our CTPs ap-
proach gives comparable or better F1 (@k=1) than
systems that use only plain temporal profiles, even
when these systems are supplemented with many
carefully crafted, hand-specified constraints.

We note that the performance on the US Secre-
tary of State relation is low in both CoTS (Taluk-
dar 2012b) and in our approach. We found that this
was due to few documents mentioning the “sec-
retary of state” in Google Books Ngram dataset.
This leads to weak signals for predicting the tem-
poral scope of secretary of state appointments.

We also observe that the uni-grams and bi-
grams in the train CTPs and change vectors reflect
meaningful events and state changes happening to
the entities (Table 1). For example, after ‘becom-
ing president’ and ‘taking office’, US presidents
often see a drop in mentions of their previous (job
title state) such as ‘senator’, ‘governor’ or ‘vice
president’ as they gain the‘president’ state.

4.4 Discussion

Overall, our results show that our method is
promising for detecting begin time of facts. In its
current state, our method performs poorly on in-
ferring end times as contexts relevant to a fact of-
ten still mentioned with the entity even after the
fact ceases to be valid. For example, the entity
Al Gore is still mentioned a lot with the bi-gram
‘vice president’ even after he is no longer a vice
president. Prior work, CoTS, inferred end times
by leveraging manually specified constraints, e.g.,
that there can only be one vice president at a time:
the beginning of one signals the end of another
(Talukdar 2012b). However such methods do not
scale due to the amount of constraints that must be
hand-specified. In future, we would like to inves-
tigate how to better detect the end times of facts.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a new approach for inferring
temporal scopes of facts. Our approach is to re-
formulate temporal scoping as a state change de-
tection problem. To this end, we introduced Con-
textual Temporal Profiles (CTPs) which are entity
temporal profiles enriched with relevant context.

Relation CTP State
Context

Unigrams and Bigrams
in CTP Change Vectors

US President was
elected,
took office,
became
president

vice president (-), by
president (+), adminis-
tration (+), senator (-),
governor (-), candidate
(-)

Best Picture nominated
for, to
win, won
the, was
nominated

best picture (+), hour
minute (-), academy
award (+), oscar (+),
nominated (+), won (+),
star (-), best actress (+),
best actor (+), best sup-
porting (+)

Table 1: Example behavior of various contex-
tual units (unigrams and bigrams) automatically
learned in the train CTPs and change vector. The
(+) and (-) signs indicate rise and fall in mention
frequency, respectively.

From the CTPs, we learned change vectors that re-
flect change patterns in context units of CTPs. Our
experiments showed that the change patterns are
highly relevant for detecting state change, which
is an effective way of identifying begin times of
facts. For future work, we would like to investi-
gate how our method can be improved to dp better
at detecting fact end times. We also would like to
investigate time-stamped corpora of finer-grained
granularity such as day. This information can be
obtained by subscribing to daily newsfeeds of spe-
cific entities.
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